
Science (Chemistry) – 7CP Particles Linked to 8CP  unit in Year 8

Prior Knowledge: From KS2 you should know that materials change sate when heated and cooled. Solids, liquids and gases 
to decide how mixtures can be separated (filtering, sieving and evaporating) 

Arrangement of Particles Changes of State

melting Boiling (or evaporating)

CondensingFreezi
ng

Gaining energy

Losing energy

Pure Substance

Definition: A pure substance contains 
only one type of particle. 

For example

Pure iron contains only iron particles 
(called iron atoms);

Pure water contains only water 
particles (called water molecules);

Mixtures:

Definition:  A mixture contains more 
than one type of particle that are not 
chemically joined together.

For example:

Air contains 21% oxygen,  

78% nitrogen and 

1% of other gases (eg argon and 
carbon dioxide).

Conservation of mass

Mass of all reactants = mass of all 
products

For example, 10 g of water boils to 
form 10 g of steam, or freezes to form 
10 g of ice

Diffusion

Definition: Diffusion is the passive 

movement of a substance from an 

area of high concentration to an area 

of low concentration.

Explanation: Diffusion happens in 

fluids (liquids and gases) because their 

particles move randomly from place to 

place.
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Keyword

(Old linked)

Definition Keyword

(New)

Definition

Condense When gases cool enough to 

turn back into a liquid

Anomalies Results that do not fit into 

the overall trend

Evaporate When particles gain enough 

energy to turn from a liquid to 

a gas

Chromatography A method of separating 
more than one solute from 
a solution – e,g, colours in 
food dyes

Filtering Method of separating 

insoluble particles from a 

liquid

Compress To squash into a smaller 
space

Insoluble A solid that will not dissolve 

in a solvent

Diffusion The spreading out of particles 

from an area of high 

concentration to and area of 

lower concentration

Soluble A solid that will dissolve in a 

solvent

Distillation Method of separation 

involving evaporating and    

then condensing

Solute A substance that has 

dissolved in a solution

Reproducible Results or conclusions that 

are the same as other groups’

Solvent The liquid into which 

something will dissolve

Saturated When no more solute will 

dissolve in a solution





Specialised Cells

These are some examples of specialised cells; cells 
that are adapted to do a specific job.

Digestive system

Role: to break down large food molecules into 

smaller molecules that can be absorbed

Adaptations

• The intestine is a highly folded structure, which 

increases surface area which speeds up 

diffusion

• The intestine is covered in many villi which are 

further covered by microvilli = large surface 

area → faster rate of diffusion

• Thin membranes → shorter distance to diffuse 

→ faster rate of diffusion

• Covered in blood vessels → keeps blood 

moving to maintain concentration differences →

faster rate of diffusion

Cells:

Definition; Unicellular organisms are made of one cell (eg bacteria)

Multicellular organisms are made of many cells (eg plants and 

humans

Using a microscope

Put the slide on the stage

Always start on the 

lowest magnification 

Use the focus to see your 

object, then increase the 

magnification 

Respiratory system  

Role: to take in oxygen 

for respiration and 

remove carbon dioxide

Bacteri

a cell
Sperm cell Palisade cell Root hair cell

Streamlined –

swim fast 

Lots of 

chloroplasts that 

absorb sunlight for 

photosynthesis

Large surface area to absorb 

water and minerals more 

efficiently 

Lots of 

mitochondria 

that release 

energy for 

swimming 

Large vacuole for storing cell 

sap

Cell Tissue Organ Organ system

Science (Biology) – 7BC Cells       Linked to 7BR  unit in Year 7

Prior Knowledge: KS2 knowledge: Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, 
leaves & flowers.



Keyword Definition Keyword Definition

Alveoli Tiny air sacs in the lungs where 

oxygen and carbon dioxide 

diffuse into and out of the blood

Nucleus Controls activities of the cell, 

where the genetic information is 

found

Chloroplast Where photosynthesis takes 

place in plant cells

Phloem Plant tissue that carries dissolved 

sugars from the leaves around 

the plant

Cytoplasm Where the cell’s chemical

reactions take place

Photosynthesis The chemical reaction in which 

plants use carbon dioxide and 

water to make glucose and 

oxygen using energy 

Diffusion The random movement of 

particles from a high 

concentration to a low 

concentration across the cell 

membrane

Respiration Takes place in all living cells. 

Glucose broken down to release 

energy

Digestion Breaking down large food 

molecules into smaller 

molecules that can be absorbed

Ribosomes Where proteins are made in a cell

Microscope The instrument we use to make 

things appear bigger so that we 

can see them

Tissue The structure formed when cells 

with the same type work together
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